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Abstract: This paper presents the design and analysis of a proportional resonant controller with
a resonant harmonic compensator and switch-type fault current limiter, as a fault-ride through
strategy for a three-phase, grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) system under normal conditions and
asymmetrical faults. The switch-type fault limiter comprised of current-limiting inductors, a bridge
rectifier, a snubber capacitor, linear transformers, and energy absorption bypass. Furthermore,
a critical and analytical comparison of switch-type fault limiters is carried out, with the conventional
crowbar as the fault-ride through strategy, in combination with a conventionally tuned proportional
integrator controller. The designed fault-ride through strategies with proportional integrator and
proportional resonant controllers with resonant harmonic compensators are tested at the point
of common coupling of the photovoltaic system and at a distance of 19 km from the point of
common coupling, in order to analyze the impacts of fault parameter with respect to location.
A MATLAB/Simulink model of a 100 kW three-phase grid-connected photovoltaic system is used for
analysis. The simulation results of the proposed switch-type fault limiter with proportional resonant
controller effectively validate the stable, ripple-free, and robust response compared to all other
configurations. In addition, it is also verified that the grid faults on the PV system have a significant
impact on fault type, and less impact on fault location.

Keywords: photovoltaic system (PVS); distributed-energy-resources (DERs); PI controller; PR controller;
low-voltage ride-through (LVRT); fault-ride through (FRT) strategy; switch-type fault current limiter
(STFCL); crowbar strategy; point of common coupling (PCC); asymmetrical faults

1. Introduction

The exponential development in the concept of distributed energy resources (DERs), which allows
the practice of small scale power sources and energy storage systems for low- to medium-level
distribution voltages, is due to their economic, technical, reliability, and environmental advantages [1].
In recent years, the photovoltaic system (PVS) has been playing a key role in the global electric power
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sector among DERs [2], and is considered one of the most advanced forms of renewable energy (RE)
because of its flexibility from low-level (residential) to high-level (commercial) loads [3].

The world is tending towards DERs like the PVS, due the depletion of fossil fuels for conventional
energy sources [4]. The reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is possible by adopting RE resources,
i.e., PVS, wind energy, hydel energy, etc. Due to the non-linear nature of sunlight, the output of PVS is
not constant, so power electronics-based devices, such as the direct current (DC)–DC boost converter
and maximum power point tracker (MPPT), are employed to ensure smooth and stable wave forms of
photovoltaic (PV) parameters and inverters to convert the DC output of a PVS to AC for the injection
of power into the grid. Usually, inverters used in a PVS are voltage source inverters (VSI) because of
their simplicity, stability, fast response, and having both control loops, i.e., for voltage and current.

So long as PVSs become more reliable and advanced, the price curve declines, as noted in recent
decades. A PVS approaches very rapidly to deliver power to grids, so disconnection of PV system
for a long time is unsuitable, because the reliability, stability, and power system operation can be
affected severely. Therefore, grid code requirements are modified by many countries to inject PV
power to the grid [5–8]. The implementation of these requirements ensures the reconnection of a PV
plant in a minimum time after voltage sag and the restoration of utility grid voltage that usually falls
during grid faults [9,10]. This phenomenon is called the low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) or fault-ride
through (FRT) capability of the grid, as presented by Energy On (E. ON) a German energy company
and CEI (Comitato Elettrotecnico Italiano) [6,10]. A voltage limit curve has been defined by E. ON
during abnormal conditions at the point of common coupling (PCC) of category 2 power generating
plants [6]. To achieve grid stability under abnormal conditions, a reactive power injection is required
to hold grid voltages, even for a low-voltage grid [11,12]. The DERs must inject an extra-reactive
component of current for the sake of grid support, which is 2% of the nominal current for each 1%
sag of voltage [13]. However, this leads to 100% reactive current when the voltage sag reaches 50% or
above the rated voltage.

The extensive swing of unbalanced voltage of the grid can severely affect the role of a grid-connected
inverter and PV module, due to the high current harmonics and power ripples. Various FRT strategies
have been proposed to maintain the LVRT capability of PVS above the E. ON curve to handle
this problem [14–22]. Some FRT strategies have improved the power quality considerably, such as
minimizing ripples but compromising at high currents, and vice versa [14,15]. According to [16,17],
active and reactive control were proposed instantaneously, which combined give a non-sinusoidal
output wave form of currents during asymmetrical faults. A positive and negative sequence balancing
components control is proposed using inverter power [18]. Nevertheless, there is still the problem of
oscillatory harmonics with reactive and active components injection. However, most of the studies
illustrated above have a proportional integral (PI) controller to control the grid-connected inverter and
crowbar-based circuit and meet the LVRT capability for a grid-connected PVS.

Although PI control is simple and has many applications on the industrial level, it has some
limitations because of its sensitivity towards parametric variables and non-linear behavior in a dynamic
environment. Until now, the proposed crowbar circuit is generally used to protect the inverter
from overcurrents, but it violates the utility to resume normal operation and grid connection
requirements [21]. To overcome above stated issues, we are proposing a novel proportional resonant
controller, with a resonant harmonic compensator and switch-type fault current limiter (STFCL)
as an FRT strategy for grid connected PVS under normal conditions and asymmetrical faults.
The contributions of the paper are listed below:

1. Design and simulation analysis of the grid-connected PVS is carried out—i.e., the PV side,
grid side parameters, and DC link voltage are optimized to the acceptable limits, not only at the
PCC, but also at a 19 km distance from the PCC.

2. A novel switch-type fault–current limiter (STFCL) topology is implemented to improve the LVRT
capability of the PVS.
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3. A detailed and precise comparison of the conventional crowbar strategy with STFCL topology
is performed.

4. Proportional resonant (PR) with resonant harmonic compensator (RHC) is designed and
compared with previously practiced PI controllers.

5. Asymmetrical faults are applied for 150 ms to verify the fault-tolerant capability of the proposed
PR with RHC along with the STFCL, in to compare to the conventional PI and crowbar strategy.

6. Performance evaluation analysis is performed to verify the stability of the proposed controller
and strategy i.e., integral absolute error (IAE), integral-square error (ISE), and integral of
time-weighted absolute error (ITAE).

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuss the mathematical modeling
of a PV cell, modeling of DC–DC boost converter, modeling of an inverter, a proposed model and
design of a controller, and an FRT strategy. Results and discussion are carried out in Section 3, and the
paper conclusion is in Section 4.

2. Mathematical Modeling

The mathematical modeling of important equivalent circuitries included in proposed model are
described as below.

2.1. Mathematical Modeling of a Photovoltaic Cell

A solar PV cell is essentially a semiconducting p–n junction, that becomes forward-biased when
exposed to light. The unidirectional current generated from a solar cell is linearly dependent on the
solar irradiance. An equivalent circuit of the ideal PV cell is presented in Figure 1. Practically no solar
cell is ideal, which is why a parallel resistance (Rsh) of high value and a series resistance (Rse) of small
value are added to the model.
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic (PV) cell. 
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By applying Kirchhoff’s current law, we have

Ic = Iph − (Id + Ish) (1)

IC = Iph −
[

Isat·
{

exp
(

V + Ic·Rse

VT

)
− 1
}
+

{
V + Ic·Rse

Rsh

}]
(2)

where Ic is the output current (A) of the cell; Isat is the diode reverse saturation current (A) of 5.25× e−9;
Iph is the insulation current (5.96 A); Rse is 0.083 ohm ; Rsh is 819 ohms; and VT is the thermal voltage,
which is given by

VT =
KT

qQdNshNser
(3)

here, K is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38 × 10−23 (j/k), T is the absolute temperature of the junction
(25 ◦C), Qd is the diode quality factor (1.25), q is the electron charge (1.6 × 10−19 C), Nsh represents the
number of parallel strings (66), and Nser is the number of series-connected modules per string (5).
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2.2. Mathematical Modeling of a DC-DC Boost Converter

Mostly, the two topologies of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) have been studied
throughout the world for grid-connected PV plants, i.e., one-stage and two-stage PVSs. However,
in the proposed system, two-stage topology is employed, because when the PV voltage is low the
boost converter will boost it for the use of an inverter, and the cost is reduced. Figure 2 illustrates
the DC–DC boost converter circuit having input voltage Vin, switch SW, boost inductor L, diode D,
filtering capacitor C, and resistive load R. A capacitor is used between the PVS and the DC–DC circuit
to minimize harmonics in frequency (CPV) which is given in Equation (4) [23].

CPV =
DVPV

4∆VPV fsw
2 Lboost

(4)

where D is the duty cycle of the boost converter, VPV is the PV array output voltage (273 V), fsw is the
switching frequency of boost converter (5 kHz), and Lboost is the boost inductor (5 Mh).
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To calculate the value of boost inductor [24],

Lboost =
Vin·(Vout − Vin)

∆IL· fsw·Vout
(5)

here,

∆IL = Iout
Vout

Vin
(6)

where Vin is the input voltage for the boost converter, which is the output of the PV array (273 V),
and Vout is the output voltage of boost converter (500 V). To calculate the value of the boost inductor [24],

Lboost =
Vin·(Vout − Vin)

∆IL· fsw·Vout
(7)

here,

∆IL = Iout
Vout

Vin
(8)

the duty cycle from the voltage balance equation is

D = 1 − VPV
Vdc Link

(9)

the duty cycle of the boost converter is controlled to track the maximum power point of PVS.

2.3. Modeling of the Inverter

Two types of inverters are used widely, i.e., current source inverters (CSI) and voltage source
inverters (VSI), for the conversion of DC to alternating current (AC) sources. VSI type 3 phase
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grid-connected inverters are normally used, because the loads require a constant voltage supply.
This phase inverter can be modeled in MATLAB/Simulink (R2014a, Pierre Giroux, MATLAB detailed
model) using six Insulated Gate Bipolar IGBT switches [25].

The most essential part, rather than obtaining maximum power from the PVS, is the control of
the inverter. The control structure of an inverter is responsible for taking care of grid synchronization,
power flow management, and pulse width modulation (PWM) of the inverter. In designing the
proposed model, synchronous reference frame is used for control. Equations (10) and (11) are used to
transform voltage and current to a d–q reference frame from a natural frame for simplification.[

vd
vq

]
=

√
2
3

[
sin ωτ sin

(
ωτ − 2π

3
)

sin
(
ωτ + 2π

3
)

cos ωτ cos
(
ωτ − 2π

3
)

cos
(
ωτ + 2π

3
) ] (10)

[
id
iq

]
=

√
2
3

[
sin ωτ sin

(
ωτ − 2π

3
)

sin
(
ωτ + 2π

3
)

cos ωτ cos
(
ωτ − 2π

3
)

cos
(
ωτ + 2π

3
) ] (11)

The desired voltages obtained from the current controller are then used to generate gate
pulse signals for the inverter, using sine PWM. The desired voltage wave forms are compared
with a triangular carrier wave of 30 kHz, and transformed back to a natural frame using reverse
matrix calculations.

2.4. Proposed System

This section provides comprehensive details about the proposed model of 100 kW grid-connected
PVS simulated from SimPower examples of MATLAB/Simulink. The three-phase PV array with
a capacity of 100 kW delivers power to a 110-kV utility grid through a 20 kV distribution unit
followed by a DC–DC converter and a three-phase, three-level voltage source inverter (VSC), as shown
in Figure 3. The cell temperature in Celsius (C) and sun irradiance in watts per meter squared
(W/m2) are the inputs for the PV array. The system PV array includes 330 SunPower SPR-305-WHT
(manufactured by Sun Power, San Jose, CA, USA) modules, which consists of 66 strings of five parallel
series-connected modules [26]. Additionally, the nominal parameters of the model are elaborated in
Table A1 of Appendix A.

The PV array maximum voltage of 273 V is boosted to 500 V through a 5 kHz DC–DC converter,
and maximum power point tracking is carried out in a DC–DC boost converter through an incremental
conductance methodology [27]. Through such a type of MPPT control switching, the duty cycle
automatically varies to extract the required voltage.

A three-level VSC alters the DC link voltage to 260 V AC, with a switching frequency of
approximately 2 kHz. The control structure of the three-level VSC is responsible for managing
DC link voltage for interconnection with the grid, which has a dual control loop. The internal control
loop is responsible for regulation of reactive (Iq) and real components (Id) of grid currents, whereas the
Iq reference is set to zero to keep the unity power factor; however, the external loop is used to regulate
DC link voltage from two split capacitors to +/−250 V. The DC-link voltage is set to 500 V, as reference.
The current controller output in the d–q frame is converted to three modulating signals, U_(abc_ref),
which are then used by the PWM generator.

Two different controllers, i.e., PI and PR with RHC, are employed and simulated for controlling
d–q reference frame quantities. The grid-connected PVS parameters, such as voltage sag, limiting of
current, power, etc., are optimized by implementing two different FRT strategies i.e., crowbar and
STFCL. The asymmetrical grid faults are simulated and analyzed at two different locations, at PCC of
PVS and at 19 km away from PCC, i.e., at the other side of PVS, as shown by Figure 3.
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2.5. Design of Controller and Fault-Ride Through Strategy

Various control schemes and FRT strategies have been designed to protect the PVS, due to the
diverse nature of grid-connected inverter topologies. These control schemes manage the DC link
voltage, to be maintained at constant reference. However, the FRT strategies are employed to optimize
the grid parameters, such as constant power, grid synchronization, improved power factor, and phase
sequence under abnormal conditions. This paper proposes a control scheme (PR with RHC) and FRT
strategy (STFCL), and its comparison with a conventional PI controller with the crowbar strategy.

2.5.1. Controller Design

To elaborate, the proposed control scheme for balancing the power of the VSC, a short overview
is carried out below:

1. Proportional Integral (PI) Controller

The control block shown in Figure 4 demonstrates the measurement and comparison of
DC-link voltage with a constant reference, using a synchronous reference based on a PI controller.
A synchronous or d–q frame is used by the PI controller, because they have better responses when
operating at DC variables. By transforming towards a DC frame, the controlling parameters become
DC, so their control and filtering become easier [28]. A new compensated current reference is produced
by the outer voltage loop using the PI controller. The output of the outer loop is the Id reference
current, and the Iq component is set to zero to maintain the unity power factor. The inner current loop
generated voltage components (Vd, Vq) are used to give the reference of three modulating voltage
waveforms that are used for PWM generation.
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2. Proportional Resonant Controller with Harmonic Compensator

PR and PI controllers have much in common, but the PR has the upper hand due to the integration
property. Static error and phase shift do not occur in PR controllers, due to the action of integration
of frequency near resonance frequency. However, even with the use of high-order filters at the grid
side, it is very difficult to achieve an optimized current wave without ripples during faulty conditions.
Thus, for the purpose of improving current quality, harmonic compensators are employed with PR
controllers at the current control loop, as depicted in Figure 5. Table A2 of Appendix A presents the
values of the constant used for the controllers.
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A PR controller comprises of two parts, i.e., the proportional and resonant parts, expressed by the
equation below:

DGPR(s) = Kp + Ki(
S

S2 + ω2 ) (12)

Here ω is a resonant frequency. Owing to the high gain at a narrow band at the resonant frequency,
the PR controller has the ability to eliminate steady-state errors. Ki is the time constant integral, which is
related to band width, and Kp is proportional gain, which determines the phase of band width and
gain margin [29].

The harmonic compensator is parallelized with the PR controller to maintain the quality of the
grid current [30,31]. Harmonic compensators can be mathematically expressed as

GHC(s) = ∑h=3,5,7,... Gh
HC (s) (13)

here, Gh
HC(s) is the resonant controller with the hth order, where h is the harmonic order. However,

in particular

Gh
HC(s) =

kh
i s

s2 + (hω)2 (14)

here kh
i is the gain of particular order of resonant controller.

2.5.2. Fault-Ride Through (FRT) strategies

It is inevitable to say that “a power system can be designed as accurate that the occurrence of
a fault is not possible”. Therefore, different FRT strategies have been introduced until now to overcome
the amplitude of fault current and optimize voltage sag during fault conditions. The proposed
paper presents the conventional crowbar strategy and a new STFCL strategy for grid-connected
PVS, and a keen comparison is illustrated by the results.

1. Crowbar Strategy

The implemented crowbar strategy is shown in Figure 6, which is comprised of two-dimensional
conditioned switches, one with a fault and other without fault; only one of these will be on, according
to the condition of the fault detection algorithm. If any unbalance fault occurs, the fault current will
follow the resistance included with fault switch path by activating its gate. The grid variables like
current, voltage, and power are optimized through current limiting arrangement at an abnormal
diversion. However, the power flow in a normal environment will follow its conventional path by
trigging without fault switch.
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2. Switch-Type Fault Current Limiters (STFCL)

Although, the STFCL strategy has been proposed for the enhancement of the LVRT capability
of a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) [32]. However, for a grid-connected PVS, the STFCL
strategy has not been investigated until now to improve the LVRT capability of PVS according to
grid requirements. This paper proposes the STFCL as an FRT strategy to overcome fault currents free
of ripples. The results authenticate that with STFCL voltage, current spikes are suppressed during
occurrence and clearing fault time, under unbalanced voltage sag at both the grid side and PV side.

STFCL circuitry is comprised of fault current-limiting inductors (L f ) and resistances (R f ) for
each phase, as well as a full-bridge rectifier, linear transformers, power electronic switches, a snubber
capacitor (C f ) to minimize voltage transients during switching, and a series branch of Ra and Ca in
parallel with the snubber capacitor as a path for the absorption of fault energy, as shown in Figure 7.
Moreover, FRT strategies (Crowbar and STFCL) constants are listed in Table A3 of Appendix A.
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The switch (SW) is kept triggered during normal conditions, bypassing fault current limiting
inductors and the resistance branch. Whenever any abnormality at the grid occurs, SW is turned off.

3. Results and Discussion

The fault-tolerant capability and effectiveness of the proposed strategy, i.e., STFCL with PR based
on RHC, is carried out by analyzing and comparing it with conventional PI and crowbar FRT strategies.
A three-phase PVS is subjected with asymmetrical faults that occur at PCC and 19 km from PCC.
The faults at the grid are imposed for 150 ms, which are applied at 0.1 s. For better understanding,
the fault of PI with FRT and PR with FRT is cleared at 0.3 s, to avoid congestion at the single point
0.25 s. The behavior and comparison of the proposed approach with conventional approaches are
graphically discussed, and also analyzed through performance measures as noted below.

3.1. Single-Phase to Ground Fault

The single-phase to ground (S–G) fault is applied on the PCC and distribution line. The results of
fault that occur at the PCC and distribution line are depicted in Figure 8a,b respectively. The figure
shows the response of different control strategies and FRT schemes on DC link voltage. The response
of PR and PR with STFCL is the same in pre-fault, during fault, and post-fault conditions. However,
the response of a PR with FRT controller alone and PI with FRT shows the emergence of transients
during fault clearance. The PCC fault shows little influence of DC link voltage. Only the control
strategy without FRT can keep the DC link voltage at the reference value. Similarly, all the different
control strategies and FRT schemes show the same response in the case of fault occurring in the
distribution line. However, in this case the DC link voltage is subjected to oscillation with a larger
amplitude, as compared to fault occurred at PCC. However, the proposed strategy of PR with STFCL is
reluctant to fault. Hence, this reduces the amplitude of oscillation occurring in DC link voltage during
fault, as shown in Figure 8b.
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Performance evaluation of the proposed strategy with other configurations is carried out in Table 1
for DC link voltage (VDC). In the performance evaluation in Table 1, three control measures—i.e.,
integral absolute error (IAE), integral square error (ISE), and integral time-weighted absolute error
(ITAE) are calculated for all cases, which gives a very precise and exact comparison between the
different combinations of controllers and FRT strategies. The lower values of ITAE, ISE and IAE
authenticate the higher efficiency. The PI + STFCL and PR + STFCL strategies give better performances
when compared with PI + FRT and PR + FRT, as tabulated in Table 1 for VDC.
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Table 1. Performance evaluation of designed control strategies for VDC.

Control Strategies
Single-Phase Two-Phase

IAE ISE ITAE IAE ISE ITAE

PI a. 0.0111 a. 0.0033 a. 0.0009 a. 0.0754 a. 0.0233 a. 0.0160

PI + FRT a. 0.0158 a. 0.0038 a. 0.0025 a. 0.0175 a. 0.0041 a. 0.0028

PR a. 0.0106 a. 0.0032 a. 0.0008 a. 0.0612 a. 0.0145 a. 0.0130

PR + FRT a. 0.0143 a. 0.0036 a. 0.0020 a. 0.0157 a. 0.0039 a. 0.0023

PI + STFCL a. 0.0126 a. 0.0048 a. 0.0007 a. 0.0629 a. 0.0171 a. 0.0132

PR + STFCL a. 0.0122 a. 0.0047 a. 0.0006 a. 0.0188 a. 0.0065 a. 0.0188

IAE: integral absolute error; ISE: integral square error; ITAE: integral of time-weighted absolute error.

Figure 9a,b shows the simulated response for the PR with RHC controller, with FRT and STFCL
schemes, respectively. These responses are presented for fault occurring at PCC. The response of the PR
controller accompanied with an FRT scheme shows oscillation during fault, followed by current spike
at fault clearance. However, the inductive effect of STFCL opposes the change in current, hence the
response of the Id current results in low-amplitude oscillations. Similarly, Figure 9c,d shows the
response of the d-axis current during the occurrence of fault at the distribution line. Figure 9c depicts
the response of Id in the case of a PR controller with FRT, while Figure 9d shows the response of Id in
the case of a PR controller with STFCL. Both the responses of Id currents are the same during fault,
except the amplitude of oscillation. The STFCL has ability to dampen the oscillation, as compared
to FRT. Hence, the oscillation occurring in the case of STFCL has a lower amplitude, comparatively.
The reactive component Iq from Figure 9e at PCC results in smooth and spike-free responses with the
proposed PR with RHC controller with STFCL strategy. However, the conventional FRT strategy with
any of the controllers give spikes after fault clearance. The statement is same for faults at 19 km at the
distribution line from PCC, as depicted in Figure 9f.
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Performance evaluation of the proposed strategy with other configurations is carried out in
Table 2 for the active component of the current (Id). Table 2 authenticates the better performance of the
proposed strategy and controller for Id.

Table 2. Performance evaluation of designed control strategies for Id.

Control Strategies
Single-Phase Two-Phase

IAE ISE ITAE IAE ISE ITAE

PI a. 0.0357 a. 0.0096 a. 0.0051 a. 0.1164 a. 0.0500 a.0.0290

PI + FRT a. 0.1107 a. 0.0633 a. 0.0269 a. 0.1204 a. 0.0755 a.0.0296

PR a. 0.0273 a. 0.0061 a. 0.0041 a. 0.1424 a. 0.0833 a.0.0354

PR + FRT a. 0.0935 a. 0.0405 a. 0.0228 a. 0.1030 a. 0.0496 a.0.0257

PI + STFCL a. 0.0338 a. 0.0110 a. 0.0042 a. 0.1114 a. 0.0486 a.0.0278

PR + STFCL a. 0.0258 a. 0.0071 a. 0.0030 a. 0.1002 a. 0.0412 a.0.0257

IAE: integral absolute error; ISE: integral square error; ITAE: integral of time-weighted absolute error.

Moreover, performance evaluations for reactive current components for all possible configurations
are depicted by Table 3. The PI with STFCL and PR with STFCL strategy gives better performances
when compared with the PI with FRT and PR with FRT strategies, as tabulated in Table 3 for Iq.

Table 3. Performance evaluation of designed control strategies for Iq.

Control Strategies
Single-Phase Two-Phase

IAE ISE ITAE IAE ISE ITAE

PI a. 0.0426 a. 0.0513 a. 0.0028 a. 0.0834 a. 0.0672 a. 0.0113

PI + FRT a. 0.0655 a. 0.0574 a. 0.0096 a. 0.0746 a. 0.0601 a. 0.0113

PR a. 0.0426 a. 0.0516 a.0.0027 a. 0.0997 a. 0.0931 a. 0.0142

PR + FRT a. 0.0531 a. 0.0531 a. 0.0053 a. 0.0626 a. 0.0557 a. 0.0070

PI + STFCL a. 0.0371 a. 0.0368 a. 0.0021 a. 0.0747 a. 0.0490 a. 0.0099

PR + STFCL a. 0.0391 a. 0.0392 a. 0.0019 a. 0.0734 a. 0.0495 a. 0.0089

IAE: integral absolute error; ISE: integral square error; ITAE: integral of time-weighted absolute error.

Figure 10 depicts grid power behavior during S–G fault, which shows a stable and oscillation-free
power response with STFCL along with PR, except for minor oscillations at fault occurring and
clearing time. However, with FRT strategies, any of the controllers have an increase in power response,
with approximately 35% spikes after fault clearance for 0.05 s, as cleared from Figure 10a. So far,
at a 19 km distance, the case is the same as for STFCL, but a little wavy for the crowbar, as compared
to PCC shown by Figure 10b.
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Figure 10. Grid active power during S–G fault at the point of common coupling (PCC) (a) and at 19 km
from PCC (b).

Figure 11 depicts the grid current and voltage for both configuration of controllers and FRT
strategies. By simulation results, it was found that high fault currents are optimized to nominal values
along and enhancing the voltage drop during fault. Where STFCL gives optimized and ripple-free
behavior, the crowbar strategy gives spikes at the PCC, as shown by Figure 11a,b. Whereas for 19 km
from the PCC, current wave form depletes from the reference after fault clearance, STFCL maintains
its reference, as illustrated by Figure 11c. The grid voltage for 19 km gives some value instead of zero,
as in the PCC, due to the line resistance shown by Figure 11d.
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Figure 12 depicts the grid frequency response during S–G fault, which clearly shows that the
oscillations in frequency account for approximately 0.4% of the rated frequency with crowbar as the
FRT strategy throughout the fault time at the PCC. However, with STFCL along PR as a controller,
the oscillations are limited to 0.2%, and only at fault entering time, as in Figure 12a. It is also depicted
that STFCL responds well with PR, as compared to PI. Although at a distance of 19 km from PCC,
these variations increase to approximately double, as in the PCC shown by Figure 12b.
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The impact of crowbar and STFCL strategies are illustrated by Figure 13 at the PV side,
which clearly highlights the spikes for 0.05 s as fault clearing surges. The PV side parameter likes
PV power, current, and voltage, for the STFCL strategy gives a smooth and transient-free response
throughout operation at the PCC. The response is approximately same for 19 km distance as in PCC.
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3.2. Phase-to-Phase Fault

The DC link voltage spikes less in response during phase-to-phase (P–P) fault clearing time with
the proposed STFCL strategy in combination with a PR controller, and without rising at fault duration.
Unlike all other configurations, as depicted by Figure 14, the response is same at 19 km of distance
from the PCC as at the PCC.
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Figure 14. Direct current (DC) link voltage response at the PCC (a) and at 19 km from the PCC (b).

As mentioned above, in single phase to ground(P–G) fault the reference frame current components
i.e., Id and Iq have approximately the same response with respect to location of fault; the case is same
for P–P. So here, information needed to analyze the effects with respect to fault type at the PCC is given
by Figure 15. The conventional crowbar strategy with PR controller gives high oscillations during fault
duration, along with a fault-clearing surge for 0.05 s after the fault is cleared. However, comparatively
the proposed STFCL with PR strategy has fewer oscillations during fault, delaying fault clearing spikes
instead for an instant. Moreover, the proposed strategy gives smooth and surge-free responses in
during P–P fault as well, as depicted by Figure 15c.
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Figure 15. Id component at the PCC (a,b) and Iq component at the PCC (c).

The active grid power during P–P fault falls near 20% of the rated value; however, with the STFCL
strategy and PR as a controller, this deficiency remains approximately 10%, with an increasing spike
for 0.04 s and then attaining its reference value. Moreover, with the crowbar strategy an increase
of 20% can be seen by Figure 16 during the fault time, along with alternating spikes for 0.07 s after
fault clearance at 0.3 s. However, grid power is less effected with respect to distance, as shown by
comparing Figure 16a,b.
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The distortion in frequency to achieve LVRT capability by inducing FRT strategy during P–P 
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Figure 17 presents grid voltage and current wave form, comparing the LVRT improvement
through the proposed STFCL, including a PR controller with the crowbar strategy as FRT. During P–P
fault time, the crowbar topology with any of the controller faces a phase shift of 80 degrees at grid
voltage and current. However, the proposed topology is free of any surges or phase shifts. Furthermore,
grid voltage and current have negligible variations at 19 km of distance from the PCC.
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The distortion in frequency to achieve LVRT capability by inducing FRT strategy during P–P fault
is there for the total fault time. However, this distortion with the proposed STFCL in combination with
a PR controller is approximately half that of the conventional FRT (crowbar) strategy, as depicted by
Figure 18a at the PCC and 18b at 19 km away from the PCC.
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The effectiveness of the proposed strategy is proved at PV side parameters, i.e., power, current,
and voltage. The mentioned parameters are optimized to nominal values, without any disturbances at
the entering and clearing of P–P fault through STFCL with a PR controller at the PCC. Except for the
STFCL strategy, all the remaining combinations result in dips and rises at entering and clearing time of
fault, as Figure 19 shows clearly.
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4. Conclusions

Considering the existing grid codes, this paper emphasizes on the improvement of the FRT
capability of a two-stage, three-phase, grid-connected PVS under normal conditions and asymmetrical
grid faults. The response and stability of PVS during FRT is examined under analysis for the
conventional crowbar and proposed STFCL strategies. The results of the proposed STFCL and PR with
RHC controller is robust and ripple-free during grid faults. Moreover, the proposed strategy offers
an optimized behavior of spikes at entering and clearing time of fault, as compared to crowbar as the
FRT strategy with PI or PR controller. The smooth and transient-free behavior of voltage and current
during fault time, due to the insertion of inductive impedance, results in the enhancement of power
quality at the grid side, as well as at the PV side. The excessive energy stored in fault current limiters
is absorbed by the energy absorption branch of STFCL, which results in the reduction of stress at
semiconductor devices during fault. Moreover, the effect of faults at various distances have negligible
variations, as compared to the type of fault.
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The proposed STFCL, in combination with a PR controller for three-phase PVS, can enhance FRT
capability and optimize the fault current, through which the ratings of switch gears can be reduced,
along with cost. In addition, the simulation results also verify the performance indices, high efficiency,
and fault-tolerant capability of the proposed strategy.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Model nominal parameters.

Parameters Values

Rated PV Power 100.7 kW
PV Line Voltage 275 V (L-L, rms)

Phases 3
Full Load PV current 365 A

System Frequency 50 Hz
Boost converter Frequency 5 kHz

VDC 500 V
Grid voltage 20 KV

Inductor-capacitor-Indictor (LCL) filter (Lg, Li, Cf) 250 × 10−6 H, 150 × 10−6 H, 22.4 × 10−6 F
Input sun irradiance 1000 (W/m2)
Input temperature 25 ◦C
MPPT algorithm Incremental conductance

Full load Grid current 2.94 A
Inverter Frequency 2 kHz

Table A2. Control schemes constants.

Control Schemes Parameters VDC Id Iq

PI
kp 7 0.3 0.3
ki 800 20 20

PR + RHC

kp_PR 7 0.5 0.31
ki_PR 800 5 20

k3
i 3rd harmonics
compensation

12 12 12

k5
i 5th harmonics
compensation

8 8 8

k5
i 7th harmonics
compensation

2 2 2

Table A3. Fault-ride through (FRT) strategy constants.

FRT Strategies Parameters Value/Type

Crowbar
Resistance (R) 1500 Ω

Switch type DIAC
Trig_block Stair generator

STFCL

Ll 0.3 H
Rl 1800 Ω
Ca 5000 × 10−6 F
Ra 400 Ω
Cf 36 × 10−3 F
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